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activities of the genealogical society probably
has
attention of the world at large as much as
its vast microfilming
micro filming program an effort to gather into one place
the public church and private records of value to genealogical
researchers started as a small project during the great depression the microfilm program eventually became a sophisticated
mainstay for the genealogical programs of the entire church
archivists concerned over the loss of documents during world
war 11
II were interested in assuring the preservation of their records and the willingness of the church to fund microfilming
micro filming projects offered the means to do so the program was initially
undertaken in countries where church members had the most
ancestry but eventually burgeoned worldwide
managing such an expansive effort was not an easy task
producing quality films under a wide variety of circumstances
continually challenged society technicians adequate funding was
a persistent problem the filming effort was often accompanied
by suspicions of the societys
Socie tys religious motives and adverse publicity although the appreciative comments of many who benefited from the microfilmed records were equally if not more
abundantly evident in the press the vast numbers of genealogical
sources necessitated making difficult decisions to define the
scope of the filming project control from salt lake city worked
for a few decades but eventually as the project expanded supervision had to be decentralized
all
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the film collection grew providing a means of storing and
preserving the camera masters became a pressing issue the solution was a vault blasted from the interior of a granite mountain
providing ideal storage conditions also experiments in centralized film processing contract filming and high reduction filming
were conducted in an effort to increase efficiency
the acquisition program expanded tremendously in both size
and scope after the beginning of microfilming
micro filming in 1938 the society
experimented with gathering new resources such as oral interviews in 1975 approximately eighty microfilm operators pro34 million
duced 40 thousand rolls of film containing about 54
exposures in 1990 over two hundred operators produced 70
thousand rolls containing about 110 million exposures while
filming opportunity was originally restricted in certain countries
political and social changes in the 1980s and 1990s made possible
acquisition projects on every continent and in almost every nation
As

1

the need for microfilm
by the mid 1930s
1950s better methods were clearly needed for
acquiring and handling the vast numbers of records potentially
available to genealogical researchers the genealogical library
contained only printed records and handwritten manuscripts and
such resources provided just the tiniest fraction of the materials
1943 the church had practically
needed by most families in 1945
exhausted its research facilities and poor record keeping was causing an unacceptable level of duplication in temple work the
society board reported to the first presidency

the needs of the temples have far outstripped the research facilities
of the church until this is more evenly balanced considerable time
win ensue
and money will be wasted and great duplication of effort will
we have more or less concentrated our attention toward the building of temples and the performance of ordinances therein and have
relatively neglected the acquirement of genealogies it would be
unwise to permit this situation to continue
many of the records which are now on the shelves of the
genealogical library have been exhausted as far as names for temple
work are concerned through the first six months of this year more
than 546000 names were checked at the index bureau and of this
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number 211000 had previously been endowed this is the highest
percentage we have ever noted and we are hopeful that it can
be reduced

however unless the genealogical society can provide a
greater number of records secured from original sources duplication
of research work will remain at a high level 2

securing information from original sources was time consuming and expensive tracing their ancestry as far as possible required
many latter day saints either to travel extensively or to hire professional genealogists in many places such as the scandinavian countries vital records were not even published they were available
deposit ories 3 moreover
only in manuscript form in government depositories
repositories
efforts to acquire more genealogical materials for the library were
becoming complicated in 1936 for example an arrangement was
made with the north carolina historical commission to allow the
society to type cards of marriage records with three copies going
to the society and three to north carolina 4
that same year elder john A widtsoe urged the society to
begin copying or photographing european parish records if permission could be obtained with war threatening to engulf europe
elder widtsoe warned of the danger such a tragedy could pose to government depositories
deposit ories where so many valuable records were housed
repositories
the society quickly voted to appoint a committee to investigate
the genealogical situation in europe two years later european
church members were hard at work copying parish records in
some countries such as holland 5 such unsupervised manual labor
was obviously inefficient however as well as fraught with possibili
bilities
ties for error the need for something like the microfilm program was becoming obvious

microflihning
Micro filming
the beginning of church microfilming
ernst koehler a german immigrant first brought the possibility of microfilming
micro filming to the attention of the society A photographer
in his homeland koehler had actually microfilmed some german
books on genealogy before he emigrated to the united states the
society authorized koehler to investigate equipment conduct experiments and make recommendations james M black was assigned
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to work with him 6 among other things black and koehler soon
discovered that many genealogical materials were already on
microfilm and were available for purchase from governments and
other agencies
before the society acquired its first camera it began to raise
money to purchase records already on film especially in europe
where an international crisis was imminent A program to develop
their own microfilming
micro filming project was first presented to church
genealogists as an emergency measure because of the possibility of
war on 12 may 1938 archibald E bennett wrote to stake genealogical representatives praising the new technology
almost priceless original records containing genealogical data
can now be reproduced accurately and in completeness at a very
nominal cost
in view of the perilous state of world affairs it
seems that we must not delay in availing ourselves of every reasoni
able opportunity for securing the precious records so necessary in
our work 7

in the same letter in an attempt to raise funds bennett asked the
stakes to solicit new memberships in the genealogical society or
direct donations to a book fund from those who were already
members in december the appeal was renewed with even more
urgency bennett wrote to the stakes
with a world trembling on the brink of wholesale war and devastation there is every possibility that unless we act swiftly and decisively the records of millions upon millions of our ancestors will be
destroyed beyond all recovery apparently the lord has granted us a
lull to seize this opportunity to rescue the records before it is too
late at the same time he has inspired the development of microphotography
by which records can be copied quickly accurately and
to
nowa
so cheaply that it is almost unbelievable it us up to us to act nov
now8
NOW

bennett was delighted with the enthusiastic response by april
some stakes had subscribed over 200 percent of their quotas 9
micro filming were encourat the same time possibilities for microfilming
aging for the society had already received permission to photograph nearly two and one half million pages of danish parish
records and a similar opportunity seemed likely in germany and
england 10 in addition the society began to purchase united states
records on film as well as other genealogical records from various
other organizations nevertheless problems with purchasing
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microfilms of records soon became evident in 1939 for example
the cannon family agreed to pay the cost to produce a microfilm
copy of parish registers from the isle of man the society placed
an order with university microfilms at ann arbor michigan to do
this work after several months university microfilms reported
that they were unable to do the job the parish ministers were
unwilling to have the records microfilmed for fear of losing the
payments they received when people came to the parishes to do
the research themselves 12
meanwhile in october 1938 the society purchased its first
graflex photorecord
microfilm camera a grafley
Photo record for 265 in november
ernst koehler began filming the nauvoo sealing records and
indexes by the end of the year the society had filmed thirty one
volumes consisting of 9913 pages on 12 rolls of microfilm
A small beginning but the program would grow dramatically in a
surprisingly short time on 10 january 1939 koehler became the
Socie
tys first full time salaried microfilm photographer 13
societys
after the nauvoo project was complete koehler began invesother potential filming projects A danish photographer
tigating
ti
offered to copy records in his homeland at a cost of 2963
10 for
2963.10
2965
296310
100000 exposures koehler estimated he could do the same job
7

7

1444.80
for 144480
144480 the board
decided to send its own photographer
to grapher when and if funds
became available 14
the board also showed an
early interest in acquiring
copies of the huge storehouse
of german records the german bureau for racial research in berlin consistent
with adolph Hit
hitlers
hillers
lers racial

Re
recordak
cordak microfilm reader

being used by thelma hill
head of cataloging in the
society library 1938 courtesy
delbert and barbara roach
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theories began during the 1930s to systematically gather and
photograph old church parish records encouraging the german
people to trace their ancestry back at least to 1800 in the process
the germans became pioneers in the photographic reproduction of
records by 1938 they had filmed 7000 of the oldest most dilapidated books of parish records in 1939 the genealogical society
wrote to german officials in an attempt to obtain copies of the
films in response however the society was told that unperforated
negative film was being used to photograph the records and there
was no printer available to make positive copies from such film
the society replied that it had developed just such a printer and
requested permission to send it to germany to make the copies
unfortunately before that could happen all of europe was engulfed
in war 15
in addition to working with people in denmark and germany the society also sought an opportunity to secure records
in britain the church of england consisted of approximately
14000 parishes and the registers were usually in the custody of
the parish priests hugh B brown president of the british mission
had attempted to get permission from the society to begin micro
filming those records offering the church of england positive
prints of all records photographed the society suggested obtaining permission from each of the 43 diocesan bishops to approach
the parish priests within their jurisdiction after writing to the
bishops president brown reported that he had received outright
permission from some provisional permission by others and
curt refusals from still others the majority of the bishops nevertheless were favorable to the idea A british microfilming
micro filming comtheless
pany micro security ltd quickly offered its services to the
society some parish priests continued to resist the effort however fearing the loss of fees charged for the use of these records
unfortunately such continuing opposition as well as problems
related to the outbreak of war prevented micro security from phoany parish records 16 most european microfilming
tographing
to
micro filming had
to wait until after the war
in the united states meanwhile some significant projects got
underway one was in tennessee where the works projects administration had sponsored the gathering and typing of county
fx S
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records as it had in several states in order to provide work for
people with certain skills in 1939 the society exchanged copies of
Socie tys library for permission to film the entire
records in the societys
tennessee collection of several hundred volumes L garrett myers
and ernst koehler began filming in tennessee in october they
were also able to microfilm early LDS church records in kentucky
when the filming in tennessee was partially finished the society
received permission to have the balance of the records sent to salt
lake city where the work was completed the records were then
returned to tennessee 17
two key selling points of the microfilming
micro filming program were
established at the beginning of the project first the filming was
done at no cost to the institution holding the records second a
free film print copy of whatever records were filmed was returned
to the institution these were important considerations to archivists with overtaxed budgets it gave them an opportunity to preserve their records at no cost
in 1940 the society received permission to film records available at the new york genealogical and biographical society where
55718 pages of handwritten family histories were housed
53718
concerned about possible US involvement in the european war
the new york society was planning to put the records away for
safekeeping its leaders were willing however to let the society
microfilm the records first and george easter was hired to do the
work on a part time basis 18
the same year the north carolina historical commission gave
the society permission to photograph the historical commission
collections james M black was immediately transferred from the
Socie
societys
tys library staff to a full time position in the microfilm department in order to do the work in may 1941 he was sent to north
carolina where he remained until october 1943 he filmed not
only the commission records but also the records in several county
courthouses in a genealogical odyssey that archibald FE bennett
called the migratory course of our photographer from county
to county black took his family into eighty three north carolina
counties and copied nearly every record of genealogical value 19
james blacks north carolina microfilming
micro filming assignment inaugurated a career that would last with only a short interruption during
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II for over thirty years he was assigned to important
world war 11
supervisory positions that took him throughout the united states
canada south america and europe blacks dedication to the
church and commitment to the microfilm program was exemplified in december 1945 when he was asked to return to the society
from his wartime job with the union pacific railroad and continue
his work in north carolina wages offered me were low in compan
pari s on with those received at the union pacific railroad he later
micro filming program of the society
wrote but 1I considered the microfilming
20
the work of the lord and accepted re employment 1120

first presidency support
tys success in tennessee new york and
societys
despite the Socie
micro filming project was met with some resernorth carolina the microfilming
vations and initial restraint from church officials some leaders
had serious questions about the churchs
churche financial involvement
in 1940 for example archibald FE bennett proposed photographing a large collection of records at raleigh north carolina
although the price may not seem high by present standards the
estimated cost of 2100 was too much for the Socie
tys budget or
societys
the book fund gathered from members the society appealed
to the first presidency for funds apparently believing that the obvious need for quickly obtaining more records would be persuasive
the first presidency did not approve the request while they
did not object to the society continuing its program they felt that
genealogical research was an individual and not a church responsibility
sibility the first presidency reasoned that church financing would
unwisely shift the responsibility for research from the members
once we begin this kind of work we shall be involved into more
and more expense until the amount would reach such proportions
that we could not undertake to carry 21
cys refusal to fund society activities was
presidencys
the first Presiden
not intended nor interpreted by the society to be a restriction on
genealogical society work the society continued to assume that
its obligation was to gather all the records it could using available
membership funds elder joseph fielding smith suggested that
should the opportunity open up for gathering records from
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england or scandinavia he would not object to again asking for
help from the first presidency by this time war had overrun all of
europe causing elder smith great concern over the genealogical
records nevertheless he believed that the lord would not only
preserve the records but would yet open up the way to obtain
them 22 the society meanwhile put on an even more vigorous
campaign for memberships and donations
Presiden cys official reticence lasted is
how long the first presidencys
unclear but after the war the official policy seemed to change
quickly L garrett myers took a microfilm reader to the office of
president J reuben clarkjr
clark jr chairman of the church finance committee and spent hours showing him the possibilities this
demonstration apparently gave president clark a clearer perspective on the importance of microfilming
micro filming he soon began using his
21
influence to get money budgeted for the program 23
church officials may also have been influenced by reports of
a surprising amount of duplication in temple work and by the po
possibi lity that some of this duplication could be avoided by a better
sibility
record gathering system duplication was so prevalent that in
some years the names eliminated because of previous endowments exceeded the number of endowments for the year
acquiring more original source material would help prevent duplicating research it is with this thought in mind one report said
of making available to our people a maximum number of records
in the least possible time with the least duplication and the smallest outlay that we have used the microfilm process in order to
1124
24
acquire millions of pages of genealogical data 2124

post world war n
H expansion
although microfilming
micro filming was curtailed during the war years the
early projects provided an impressive beginning for the program
and a base for further
farther expansion As soon as the war was over the
program grew dramatically particularly in europe and mexico this
growth is illustrated by the rapid rise in the amount of exposed film
received in 1944 and 1945 the society received 24 and 69 rolls
respectively in 1946 the number went to 462 in 1947 it jumped to
4501 and in 1948 it made another jump to 10012 25
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micro filming began again in great britain
after the war microfilming

in december 1945 the society received permission to microfilm
copies of parish registers located at the newcastle library in
durham from a bank james cunningham a local latter day saint
obtained an old microfilm camera which he and frank smith
taught themselves to use they finished the project in two weeks 26
microfilming
Micro filming in scandinavia began after the society contracted with arthur G hasso an employee of the danish national
archives and a former history professor at the university of
copenhagen to film scandinavian parish records hasso had
offered to photograph the records seven years earlier having
obtained permission from the danish church ministry the
genealogical society however felt the cost was too high even
after he offered a lower price he filmed a number of records anyway and after the war in 1945 contacted the society again this
time they reached an agreement and microfilming
micro filming commenced in
21
scandinaviancountries
the scandinavian
countries in 1946 27
the next area outside the US to be included in the micro
filming program was mexico work began there in 1952 after the
mechamjr
mission president lucian M mecham
jr witnessed the deplorable
state of the nations census records and pressed the society for a
year to do something about it the records were stacked over six
feet high covered with dust and soiled with droppings from
ro
roosting
pigeons boosting
osting in the rafters of the abandoned church where
they were stored other records were being lost through flooding
the hot climate and neglect
in august 1952 the society sent delbert roach a spanish
speaking member of the society staff to begin microfilming
micro filming in
mechams
chams influential friends
mexico with the help of president Me
mechals
and with a camera borrowed from UNESCO united nations
educational scientific and cultural organization he began filming at the national archives in october roach continued to investigate record sources finding vast quantities of desirable records
and little opposition to them being filmed after the society began
its filming it received excellent cooperation from catholic church
as well as civil officials

28

microfilming is filled with unusual touchthe history of early microfilming
ing and sometimes dramatic accounts of faith and devotion none
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illustrate this dedication better than the story of how a huge and
important collection of german records came into the hands of

the church 29
in the 1930s paul langheinrich a german convert to the
church and an avid genealogist was given access to all german
archives and church record offices and for a short time did genealogical
ea
research for the government in 1937 he moved to berlin
and did volunteer work in the churchs
churche german mission genealogical department near the end of the war he became first counselor in the mission presidency
during the war as the allied armies advanced toward germany the german government began to take precautions with its
genealogical records and other treasures storing them away in
places unlikely to be destroyed by bombs vast collections of documents and films were stored away in castles and mines located in
eastern germany which eventually fell under soviet control
langheinrich was not willing to let such a priceless store of genea
ealogical
material escape the use of the church immediately after
the war therefore he and a few other german saints began a personal crusade to find and recover this trove of information
on 9 august 1945 langheinrich wrote to the russian commander in east berlin field marshal zhukov asking permission
to provide food and clothing for church members there and also to
search for german genealogical materials the chances of receiving a reply seemed remote 30 but zhukov passed the letter on to his
successor general sokolovsky who soon responded and gave
mormons
langheinrich approval to do everything possible for the cormons
in east berlin and to keep any genealogical records that he could
find for the german saints this was clear evidence that the spirit
of elijah was operating in their behalf
at the same time several young german saints were called
on missions one of them was rudolph K poecker who left a wife
and child at home and began his missionary work in january 1946
he was sent to lower saxony where many salt mines were located
and which was under russian control
elder poecker who had become fluent in russian while serving in the german army was soon called into the mission office
given a copy of general sokolovskys letter and assigned to search
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for the hidden genealogical records he went from one mining
town to another showing the letter to russian officers and asking
questions he finally found an officer who knew that some of the
records were in Stass
stassfort
stassfurt
furt in a salt mine 400 meters deep the officer told elder poecker however that he must have a list of the
records before he could grant permission to remove them elder
poecker then went to the stassfort
furt mine where he found that the
Stass
stassfurt
man in charge had been worried about the disposition of the records and wanted to help the two of them descended to a huge
underground cavern where they found a large cache of books all
containing genealogical records stacked on the floor they wrote
down the origin of each collection then measured the size of the
stacks taking care to overstate the measurements rather than taking a chance of measuring short so that nothing would be held
back when the books were taken from the mine and checked by
the russians poecker took the list to the russian officer who gave
him permission to remove the records 31
one problem in the effort to retrieve these and other records
was finding enough money to cover the cost of transporting them
from their various hiding places to berlin after considerable soul
searching langheinrich and other local church leaders decided to
use 10000 marks from local church funds even though they had
no official permission from church headquarters in salt lake city
such an opportunity simply should not be passed by they reasoned later after langheinrich received 22000 marks from the
german government to establish an official archive he returned
the initial money to the church
meanwhile sixteen missionaries were assigned to help paul
langheinrich retrieve records and transport them to berlin in february 1946 they went first to rothenburg castle on a mountain
top in thuringia having arranged with russian officials for a railroad car langheinrich also rented a pickup truck and trailer to
bring the records down from the mountain to the railroad but the
truck slipped and spun on the icy roads and prospects for retrieving the records began to look bleak langheinrich and two misaries stepped into the woods and prayed for help then
sion
sionaries
unhooked the trailer the truck made the climb up the frozen road
to the castle and the group was able to remove at least a few of
the records they would need a warm rain however one elder
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remarked if they were to get all the records out in time to meet
the railroad car that night the warm rain came making it possible
for the truck with it trailer to make it to the castle langheinrich
left some of the missionaries there to load the load the trailer while
Raths feld there
he and the others went on in the pickup to castle rathsfeld
they obtained a huge store of jewish records providentially the
railroad car arrived one day late giving the missionaries time to
acquire all the records in both castles load them on the train and
send them to berlin that night it snowed and by morning the
mountain roads were frozen over once again the missionaries
were convinced that their prayers were answered and that god
was watching over that important excursion
the next year langheinrich and another missionary were
arrested when they tried to retrieve the records from the mine in
Stass
stassfort
stassfurt
furt the russian commandant reluctantly cleared them and
accompanied them to the mine As he inspected some of the records he picked up a document labeled letter of frederick the
great to his grandmother and apparently thought the collection
had strategic military significance do you believe that we are
going to begin a war with you with the old grandmother
langheinrich chided at which point the angry general declared
that the entire car was seized langheinrich however simply
stepped forward and closed the railway car door the general
drove away in a rage apparently still hoping to stop the shipment
but langheinrich immediately seized the opportunity to use the
mine office telephone and called the railroad station there is a
loaded car here he said with an air of authority which must be
picked up immediately and taken to berlin the car arrived in
berlin even before langheinrich
none of these records could become the property of the
church but paul langheinrich was soon funded by the german
government to establish an archive 32 As soon as the archive was
established langheinrich set up a microfilming
micro filming program and provided films to the society he later estimated that he put over one
hundred million names on film largely then through paul
Lang heinrichs tireless efforts as well as the dedication of the
langheinrichs
missionaries who worked with him so soon after the war a vast
treasure house of genealogical information was preserved for
future generations
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promoting and managing the program

the

society received welcome support and encouragement
micro filming project expanded memfrom church leaders as the microfilming
bers of the quorum of the twelve demonstrated special interest
in the program during their travels in 1946 for example while
visiting members in war torn europe elders john A widtsoe and
ezra taft benson encouraged local leaders to look into microfilm
ing possibilities 33
the society soon sent representatives to negotiate contracts
with governments churches and institutions archibald E bennett
was the first he spent six months in europe in 1947 working with
the mission presidents investigating filming opportunities and
negotiating new projects in 1950 L garrett myers went to europe
microfilming
to adjust microfidming
micro filming contracts to meet the realities of recent
devaluations in currency and to be a troubleshooter and diplomat
for the program in switzerland for example he temporarily suspended operations after concluding that a man working for the
society had a penchant for doing the wrong thing and among
other things had said things during an interview with the press
that made it difficult to obtain permission to copy certain records 34
clearly the genealogical society was entering a new technological age that provided genealogists the miracle they had long
awaited james black and his associates were the unsung heroes
who created the standards and procedures which made the miracle happen
As the microfilming
micro filming program grew to major proportions one
of the many problems to appear was quality control in august
1947 james black was appointed microfilm editor of the society
before his appointment there had been literally no control and
some of the film the society received was very poor making
acceptable films was a complicated process that involved several
stages each of which could affect the quality and usability of the
film made available for research
black and his staff began inspecting the films at the society noting all the problems and finding solutions many of the records they
discovered needed to be refilmed As a result black had to travel to
filming sites throughout the world to train camera operators
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in july 1948 black went to europe prior to that time
because of a shipment of poor quality film from england joseph
fielding smith had ordered a halt to all microfilming
microfilming operations
until blacks arrival black began his work in dewsbury where he
worked closely with george fudge an experienced microfilm
operator who had just been appointed microfilm inspector black
eventually visited sites in the british isles switzerland italy
france holland denmark norway and sweden in each country
he trained personnel and established procedures necessary to
improve the program 35

building the collection
the microfilm program mushroomed so did costs in 1948
just ten years after the program began the society presented the
leaders of the church with a 1949 budget request of 749599.88
74959988
for microfilm projects in holland norway great britain finland
sweden belgium france switzerland germany denmark and
the united states the budget request had grown by more than
580000 in two years joseph fielding smith who may have had
reservations in the early days of the program was now one of its
most enthusiastic advocates he supported the budget and was
determined to have the society present all the facts to the budget
committee 1 I feel there is a real need for speeding up this work
he declared 1 I think the lord is willing that we should hurry in
1131
36
micro filming done 3131
getting the microfilming
in january after the budget was
approved elder smith expressed his amazement at the approval of
such an extensive program especially in contrast to the small way
1137
37
in which the work began years ago 7137
an opportunity to economize came in 1949 when the dupont film company agreed to give the society a film dealership
which it was estimated would save about 170 per day in film
costs alone 38 genealogical work not only used high technology
but had also become a significant business
micro filming record was impressive at the end of 1938
the microfilming
the society had acquired only twelve rolls 100 feet each of
microfilm ten years later it owned 17051 rolls in another
decade the number had grown nine times to over 189849 rolls
As
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by 1954 the films at society headquarters contained approximately
150 million pages of records or the equivalent of 500000 volumes L garrett myers liked to describe the collection by noting
that if someone had the patience to unwind all the rolls of microfilm the genealogical society of the church
has and place
them end to end he would make a trip from salt lake city to
1139
39
edmonton canada and return before running out of film 5139
in 1959 the production of microfilm by the society peaked at
56989 rolls more than double that of any previous year 40
tys
during this period of almost unbridled growth the Socie
societys
requests for funds seemed to be always granted such leniency did
not continue however for other church programs were also
expanding the church was building more meetinghouses
meeting houses for
example to meet the additional needs of its rapidly growing membership around the world when the Socie
tys budget estimate for
societys
1961 reached 2415864
2413864 the church budget committee not only
asked for reductions but even asked if the whole microfilming
micro filming
program could be suspended during the next year the society
board was aghast the written response of L garrett myers shows
how deeply entrenched the society was in projects that would be
practically impossible to cancel thousands of films he said were
still in labs and editing rooms and must be processed before the
film spoiled or before it was too late for re takes also certain contractual obligations required completion in thirty to ninety days
tr
canceling them would be disastrous for various reasons some projects were nearly finished several archivists had made special
ers some micro
fihn was
microfilm
microfilmers
tys microfilm
preparations for the Socie
societys
on advanced order and replacing trained workers would be difficult when the program was renewed in addition the situation in
the british isles and europe was very favorable to the program and
the society had certain exchange agreements that should not be
violated 41 in spite of all these objections however the society
decreased its budget request deciding to discontinue some projects and slow others
because of budget considerations microfilming
micro filming costs were
closely scrutinized in 1961 filming expenses varied from site to
site costs ranged from two to nine cents per exposure in the
united states and were higher in some other countries 42
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questions of contract filming with individuals or companies and
reimbursement on an exposure basis rather a salary basis were intensively
ten sively examined the decision at the time was to continue on a
salary basis and to implement a new expense accounting form
operators in north america met in salt lake city in january 1962
to review the issues and changes by the end of the year the society
reported that great economies had been effected through a frugal
13
approach and that the society was now financially sound 43
film production dropped from a high of 56000 rolls per year
in 1959 to only 25000 in 1963 after that production began to rise
again until it reached a level of between 40 and 50 thousand rolls
per year by 1969 the film collection had grown to 660000
rolls and by 1975
1075 it reached 862770 rolls when some 100
foot rolls were divided for cataloging purposes the total stored in
the granite mountain records vault came to well over a million
they included records from every state in the united states and
more than forty other nations 44 in 1977 george fudge remarked
we spent 10 million in 1976 we could easily be spending ten
times that much the task confronting us is monumental 45
the level of acquisitions dropped precipitously with the temporary decision in 1978 to film only extractable records it remained below 40 thousand rolls until 1986 late that year the
temple and genealogical executive council directed the society
to review the question of whether or not the society was filming
family history sources fast enough anomalous in times when budget cutting was the norm the councils acquisition initiative
underlined their deep interest in providing the sources for research to the individual church member the society proposed an
increased budget for filming records threatened by destruction
because of political turmoil or deterioration 46
A three year plan was approved that targeted growth from 50
to 100 million exposures each year by 1989 As the society entered
the fiftieth anniversary of microfilming
micro filming it was significantly
expanding its acquisition effort acquisitions rose from 70 million
exposures in 1986 to 85 million in 1987 to 95 million
n
in 1988 to
106 million in 1989 the impetus of the three year effort continued as the rate of acquisitions rose to 130 million exposures in
1992 a threefold
three fold increase over the period before 1985 even with
341
345141
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the increase in filming rick ebert the director of acquisitions
stated in 1991 that filming opportunities at that time still far
17
exceeded the Socie
tys ability to respond 47
societys
by 1994 the collection
is million microfilm rolls
1.8
consisted of approximately ls
18

public relations

when james black and others made contact with local
authorities they usually received enthusiastic cooperation many
church and civic leaders were excited by the opportunity the
microfilm program provided to preserve their records in permanent form at no expense to the community in 1972 for example
Mis
massouris
missouris
souris secretary of state publicly announced an agreement
with the genealogical society to microfilm records in his state at a
cost over three or four years of 500000 to the society the filming of more than 17 million pages of important genealogical
records he declared at no cost to the missouri taxpayers is an
invaluable contribution to our state records management program
fires in courthouses and capitols have been our greatest enemy
nide
file copies will
in preserving records
with the microfilm on fide
always be available 48 such obvious mutual benefits were one of
micro filming enterprises
the factors in the success story of the microfilming
although reaction to the churchs
churche microfilm projects around
the world was generally positive and complimentary there were
exceptions some catholic and protestant church officials for
example objected to the filming for various reasons the soviet
union even charged in 1953 that the program was tied to some
kind of US government effort to obtain detailed current population records 49
on the other hand genealogical society representatives were
frequently invited to speak to various public and private groups
about the program state and national governments enthusiastically
fAming because of what it could mean to their
supported microfilming
microfaming
micro filming
own record keeping programs in 1975 for example the governor
of the commonwealth of massachusetts issued an official proclamation praising the church for its efforts and naming 15 july 1975
mormon record day 50 in 1968 the society received an award
from eastman kodak company for its significant contribution to the
151
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advancement of the science of information technology james M
arnold vice president of the company noted that the genealogical
society was the second largest organization to make use of kodak
products and the only organization making any significant use of
microfilm for the preservation of genealogical records he warmly
commended the society for its unique storage indexing and classifi
sification
cation system 115151

deciding where and what to film
micro filming
in the 1940s after the church began to assist in microfilming
costs elder joseph fielding smith insisted that the first priority
was to search the records of countries where most of the ancestral
records of church members were located if they had approval to
obtain records from europe elder smith felt they should get them
even if they cost a million dollars this kind of commitment led to
the policy of filming first the records that would be most valuable
to church members beginning in areas where a large number of
51
people joined the church in the early days 52
until 1961 camera operators under the general guidance of
the society decided what to film the new board of directors
established in 1961 began to tighten this policy because they
were not experts in genealogical records the board formed a
records approval committee to decide what should be filmed 53
at the same time george fudge toured operations in the united
states to his dismay he found some dilmers
filmers photographing inconfull runs of newspapers 54 to control
sequential records such as fuli
the materials being filmed fudge recommended that a filming
supervisor be appointed to implement the decision of the
committee 55 the board appointed fudge as temporary supervisor
in 1962 in 1963 james black was appointed to the newly created
position of north american filming supervisor 56
with his appointment as society vice president in 1964
theodore burton inquired where the first presidency thought the
society should film in response the presidency reaffirmed assumptions that had long guided the filming program the society
should continue as it has been doing and concentrate its efforts
in the records of the united states british isles and northern
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european countries and then spread into those areas in which there
is the greatest number of new converts and where it can be done
17
fly 57
most economically and the data obtained most readily
readfly
read
elder burton also addressed the issue of what to film in january 1964 he established the microfilm planning committee
records selection committee 1967 70 then the acquisitions
planning committee through 1979 when the directors council
assumed the responsibility to succeed the records approval
committee which had not functioned during the previous year
the microfilm planning committee included representatives from
all divisions in the society and met on a regular basis the various
division representatives provided information based on their divisions responsibility for instance priesthood genealogy informed
the committee what records members of the church needed and
which areas were growing but were as yet unrepresented in the
microfilm collection acquisitions identified what records were
available temple services was concerned about initiating filming
in countries where temples were under construction such as
japan and brazil 5818
A change in microfilming
micro filming policy occurred as a result of the
Socie
tys focus on extraction programs in 1978 79 at that time
societys
the society decided to film extractable records only this policy
was rescinded in 1980 but the need to establish a long
term micro
longterm
filming plan emerged from the discussions A plan was developed
in 1980 81 that required the gathering of a record mix that would
provide not only for extraction but also for tracing lineages
to apply this plan rigorously the society decided to write a profile
for each country of the world and determine the records that
needed to be filmed there in order to identify and link seventy five
19
percent of the families of the historic population 59
during the
next six month period society staff members wrote record profiles for over one hundred countries 60 in order to make decisions
on what would be filmed even before cameras were in a country
these profiles were studied for information on record types their
value and the estimated quantity yet to be filmed
this program of consistent collection development was institutionalized in 1983 with the creation of a collection development
section 61 this section was established to evaluate all proposed
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acquisitions against the profiles and the current society collection in
order to avoid duplicate or redundant acquisitions the new organization provided for a separation of duties between collection specialists
negotiators who decided
clalists who decided what to film and negotiatory
cia
negotiators to know exactly what
when and where to film it helped negotiatory
type of record should be filmed if permission were granted
As an initial step in accomplishing their assignment section
staff began to review and rewrite the profiles somewhat hastily
compiled the year before to make sure that no important source
was overlooked in 1984 the newly rewritten profiles began to be
published over the next decade sixty two profiles were extensively revised and updated to identify exactly what sources could
and could not be filmed once a profile was approved new filming projects could go forward without further review
61
decentralization6262
Decentralization

micro filming program was administered from
until 1958 the microfilming
the headquarters of the society in salt lake city two main problems arose from this situation retake orders were not returned
promptly to camera operators and the delivery of donor prints was
delayed in 1958 arnold seller
seiler from salt lake city was appointed
as supervisor of a newly expanded filming effort in west germany
this was the first instance in which the society maintained an official filming representative overseas because dilmers
filmers in other counseiler soon began to function as
tries began to consult with him seller
61
the de facto supervisor of all european filming 63
in 1960 responsibility for european filming was shifted to the
european mission president the church representative responsible for all other church programs and activities in europe this
arrangement did not succeed because the mission president did
not have the time or background to manage the complex filming program As a result the society sent harold jacobsen to
scandinavia and england in 1961 and george fudge to europe in
1962 in behalf of the filming program in 1963 the society
appointed another european representative a native of holland
syger hasenberg this arrangement lasted for several years until
supervision of the filming was returned to salt lake city in 1967
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elder burton transferred staff from the research division previously
involved in doing patron research to the microfilm division giving
its staff the responsibility of becoming experts on genealogical
sources worldwide they gradually began to negotiate for the sources
they identified 64
in 1972 the society decided once again to establish european
five in europe albased supervision and sent ralph hughes to live
though he was primarily responsible for resolving technical
problems he began to deal with personnel and administrative matters by default in 1974 thomas lee boam replaced hughes
under boam the process of transferring responsibilities for personnel and payroll administration quality control negotiations
and project administration from salt lake city headquarters to foreign staff accelerated boam hired regional negotiators
negotiatory from the
local population they knew the languages and customs of the areas
in which they worked and could resolve problems more quickly
15
and efficiently 65
eother personnel from
other
europeother
Europ
baams work in europe
in the wake of boams
salt lake city were sent out to other areas of the world to provide
decentralized administration of the filming program in 1978
Neuen schwander was sent to eastern europe and mel
dennis neuenschwander
thatcher to asia jim streeter was sent to latin america in 1988
the filming program continues to operate with area managers
working in the field and local staffs developing and absorbing a
larger role in the microfilming
micro filming program
in the 1980s in an attempt to control costs the society began
to rely more on film purchases joint ventures contracts and missionary couples rather than salaried camera operators in 1993 the
society employed the equivalent of two hundred cameras to
acquire new sources from around the globe this was three times
the seventy one cameras in operation in 1976

granite mountain records vault

the

massive influx of films to the library in salt lake city
necessitated the construction of adequate storage facilities
camera masters were first stored in the northeast corner of the
joseph E smith memorial building which had housed the library
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fresh water reservoir in the granite mountain records vault this water
used in film processing comes from a spring inside the mountain

since 1933 by 1950 there was no place to store film negatives
they were kept in packing boxes on top of the TIB card file
cabinets 66 the situation was temporarily resolved with the 1951
construction of a film storage annex on the southeast side of
the library within six years that facility had become insufficient
and in 1957 the negatives were moved to the vault in the basement
of the joseph william taylor mortuary just up the street from
17
the library
horary 67
hbrary
long term solution was under discussion in 1954
meanwhile a longterm
the society announced the proposed construction of a buried
vault where proper humidity and temperature conditions could be
maintained and the film would last for hundreds and hundreds of
years 1 68 in 1956 the genealogical society and the church building

I
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central corridor and entrance into a record bay at the granite mountain
records vault the central corridor provides access to each of six bays
where the camera masters of the microfilms are stored
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19
although a
committee agreed upon certain design requirements 69
final decision on the specific location had not been made site surveys and debates continued A site near the salt lake city police
departments pistol range close to ensign peak was seriously considered and unanimously approved by the board of directors in
february 1958 when geologists examined it in detail however
they discovered that the rock formation there would require expensive and cumbersome reinforcement and that the rock would probably leak the board of directors also considered caves and mines
near salt lake city as well as the possibility of building an underground concrete and steel vault in the heart of the city 70
in 1958 testing began in little cottonwood canyon at the former granite quarry where the stone for the salt lake temple had
been hewn test drills boring five hundred feet into the mountain
demonstrated that the area was solid granite and that excess moisture would not be a problem because of these advantages the
society determined that the twenty mile drive from church headquarters was of little consequence in 1959 final approval was
given to build at this site one million dollars were appropriated to
begin construction of the facility which would be called the
granite mountain records vault 71
construction work began in the summer of 1960 after active
tunneling began workers encountered a flow of clear cold water
pure enough for drinking this was the only water discovered in
the vault area eventually the water was directed to a concrete
reservoir that could store some 33000 gallons of water which was
used for the vaults huge laboratory as well as for culinary needs
by december 1963 the vault was ready to receive the films the
move was completed in the middle of january 1964 72 the total
cost approximately two million dollars 73
the completed granite mountain vault consists of four huge
cross tunnels each measuring 190 feet long 25 feet wide and 15
feet high they are connected on either end and through the middle by three corridors the water reservoir is in the rear behind
the fourth cross tunnel the front tunnel houses the office and laboratory area the other three tunnels which lie under nearly 700
feet of granite are the storage areas heavy bank vault doors at
the front of each of the three corridors guard the storage area the
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three storage tunnels have more than 65000 square feet of floor
space and are divided into six vault rooms each room can store
rolls of microfilm total vault capacity
885400 one hundred foot rollsof
rollson
300 page books the natural
can reach the equivalent of 25 million 500
temperature in the storage area remains at 57 to 58 degrees year
round regardless of outside temperature the natural humidity
remains between 40 and 50 percent both conditions are ideal for
filin
film storage an elaborate circulation and filtering system keeps
fresh air moving through the storage area and eliminates dust
71
an up to date
smoke chemicals and other air
borne particles 74
airborne
film processing laboratory in the vault provides the advantages of
central processing where quality control can be easily maintained
and the film processing can be done efficiently and effectively
nature created some problems for the granite mountain vault
in 1974 when unnaturally high amounts of moisture flowed
through the rock and pooled in the cement floor below one of the
vaults the floor heaved upwards over a foot and water began to
seep into the vault micrographics
Micro graphics staff donned work clothes and
kept the water at bay until the problem was solved by drilling
holes in the center of the floor this measure permitted the water to
flow into a floor drain and out of the vault 75 in 1982 the water
pressure built up again additional holes were drilled and a per71
manent drain ditch installed to relieve the pressure 76
by the flood

PP

granite mountain records vault staff 1966 in front of one of the portals
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year of 1983 the problem of water pressure had been resolved
and water buildup no longer threatened the vault
in 1983 some blemishes were discovered on the films in an
audit of 17228 rolls half were found to have some form of blemish none serious enough to make the film unusable most of the
blemishes were traced to extended storage outside the vault without temperature and humidity controls or to poor washing in the
development cycle eight years later the blemished films were
reviewed the blemishes had not worsened indicating that vault
storage appeared to have stopped blemish growth
the process of print mastering was introduced in the 1980s
the printing process subjected films to temperature variations hupaintings
prin tings some of
midity and surface scratching after numerous printings
the master films had begun to deteriorate experts decided to create
a duplicate master for printing purposes after a master had been
7
used five times by may 1991 37445 rolls had been print mastered 77
As a repository for the huge investment of the church in
preserving records of the past the granite mountain records
vault with its solid image stands as a fitting symbol of the genealogical Socie
societys
tys commitment to making these records available
to future generations

international labs
in 1951 the society decided for the sake of efficiency to
decentralize some of its technical processes to support european
filming a microfilm lab was established in the hague by inspecting developing and printing films on site the society could save
considerable expense that would be incurred if all these processes
filming
took place in salt lake city 78 Fi
lining errors were also inspected
and corrected in europe before the films arrived in salt lake city
by 1952 the laboratory was operational eventually it processed
films not only from holland but also from other european countries including east germany west germany belgium france
england and ireland in 1958 the installation of additional equipment doubled the production capacity of the lab at the hague 79
by 1956 production in mexico warranted the installation of a
lab four years passed however before the lab was approved and
781
711
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societys
tys first microfilm laboratory
the Socie

ca 1946 ernst koehler the first
microfilmer of the society sitting his son richard working at the
developing sink courtesy delbert and barbara roach

constructed finally in 1960 lucian mecham who had been
micro filming in mexico returned to mexico
instrumental in starting microfilming
city at the request of L garrett myers and supervised the lab installation by that time a three year inventory 10000 films needed
donor copies printed and the master films sent to salt lake city 80
in 1965 elder burton closed down all foreign labs because
they continued to be plagued with problems and centralized all
film processing at the granite mountain records vault unfortunately
tuna tely centralization produced a four month delay between a
problem caused in filming and its discovery in processing 81
As a result in the late 1970s church leaders approved reestablishing international labs frankfurt was chosen as the site
of the first new lab it was centrally located in europe and was also
the site of the europe area office of the church the frankfurt lab
began to process german and austrian films in 1978 by 1980 it
was processing the films produced throughout europe eventually
smaller labs were established in japan and brazil and labs were set
up under contract in mexico and the philippines
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filming
contract Ff
mining
fining
elder burton
bulton decided in 1967 to contract filming to a private
button
organization the plan was suggested by van neiswender superfilming division supervising microfilmers
ers
microfilming
visor of the Micro
microfilm
around the world was becoming complicated and quality control
was still a problem dismissing people was difficult even if their
work was not satisfactory because of the Socie
societys
tys desire to avoid
ill feelings neiswender suggested making a contract with a commercial company that would hire people around the world train
them and remove this burden from the shoulders of the society it
seemed like a good idea at the time the society received a
bid from In trade a branch of trans america corporation which
organized a subsidiary reproduction systems to do the work
reproductions systems proposed to hire camera operators as independent contractors rather than as salaried employees and to pay
them according to the number of exposures they took 82
the result for the microfilm operators was traumatic in june
all dilmers
filmers in the united states received a letter from elder burton
informing them that as of 15 july they would be released from
their work for the society they were told that they would be hired
by reproduction systems according to terms worked out with
that company but otherwise their employment was terminated
decidedly unhappy with the situation some operators simply
went to work elsewhere others reluctantly accepted employment
with reproduction systems to their surprise they soon discovered that they made more money under the new system than they
had made as salaried workers they made better use of their time
obviously a result of the economic incentive could hire help for
themselves in order to work faster and could work longer hours 83
Socie tys
meanwhile van neiswender and other employees in the societys
processing lab went to work for In trade which set up its own lab
in salt lake city
in spite of its economic efficiency however the new program had its problems even though most operators continued to
provide very good work quality control in general declined and
more poor quality film began to show up some operators did only
the records that were easy to film skipping the difficult ones and
812
112
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metakes were sometimes ignored in some cases the
requests for retakes
easy records were filmed beyond the dates needed consequently
quently the society canceled its contract with reproduction
systems in 1971 and then rewired
rehired full time microfilm operators
ted FE powell formerly supervisor of the genealogical library was
appointed manager of the newly created microfilm operations
division powell supervised the microfilm operators around the
world as well as the processing and evaluation at the granite
mountain vault 84

42x camera

the

cost of the microfilming
micro filming program resulted in continual
efforts to economize in 1980 discussion centered on filming
exclusively with 16 mm
min film this move would permit cuts in the
filming budget without necessitating cutbacks in filming however it would require a filming reduction greater than the tradi14x
tional l4x
l6x
lax 16x
lax reduction used in 35 mm
min filming also better
readers would be needed to adequately retrieve the film image
in 1982 a 42x camera was manufactured that could deliver six
times the exposure count on the same amount of microfilm resulting in a large reduction in costs for film and film handling
processing and storage at a 42x reduction documents with dimensions up 19 x 25 inches could be reduced to an image on a 16 mm
min
film the 42x camera did not fulfill its promise in all respects but it
did provide an important option in many filming situations
prior to the development of the 42x camera filming at such
a high reduction was normally relegated to labs where equipment
and environment could be rigidly controlled the society wanted
to produce a camera that could film in any location under difficult
conditions no adequate camera was available on the market so
the society sponsored the development of one to meet its needs
high reduction filming required exacting lens and camera
head quality in order to produce acceptable film at a 42x reduction JML optics in rochester new york produced thirteen lenses
15
in 1982 the society accepted five 85
kodak produced thirty cam86
era heads eleven were accepted 81
the cameras were installed at
headquarters and produced acceptable film in 1983 cameras were
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sent to italy minnesota and indonesia the results were mixed
filming went well in italy and minnesota but in the primitive filming environment of indonesia the results were poor the society
continued to promote the camera and by the end of 1983 twenty
17 A
decade later they comprised
eight were being used in the field 87
societys
approximately a third of the Socie
tys total camera inventory 88
one significant problem with the new filming was returning
the small image to its original size on a reader the society had to
refit the readers at the library to handle the reduced image on the
film the society received sixty three zoom lenses in july 1983
later a 42x and even a 65x reading lens which would return the
image to larger than original size were obtained from northwest
microfilm readers at family history centers have been refitted as
local circumstances permitted in some countries archivists would
not accept the high reduction filming because they did not want to
buy new readers nevertheless some archivists in other countries
found that the small image was desirable and they converted
microfiche
fiche readers unlike their micromicro fiche format Micro
the film into microfiche
sig
film cousins were designed to handle high reduction images 89
119

oral genealogy
for a decade and a half the society pursued an oral genealogy program intended to preserve ancestral information in countries where there were no written records mulivai purcell
conducted the first interviews in samoa in 1968 interviews in
1975 interviews were being conducted
tahiti began in 1972 in 1973
91
in american samoa cook islands tonga and new zealand 90
the
concept was simple to tape the spoken memory of the living
in some societies the memories of the older people extended
back many generations their recollection often began with the
most distant ancestor and continued a line of descent recounted to
the present generation the account would then begin with
another distant ancestor and descend to the present the final
product was a pedigree in reverse with the branches extending
towards the present rather than back to the past
in 1977 the program was taken to taiwan and indonesia
during 1978 changes were made in the technique of gathering
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oral histories instead of making a tape the interviewer recorded
the information on a form the interviewers would travel by foot
or boat to various locations collect the information then return
that data to salt lake city 91
in 1978 the society initiated the program in africa in gambia
which was made famous by alex haleys
haldys novel roots the gam
bian project was threatened by an attempted government coup
in 1981 the head of the program personally persuaded a mob of
400 to refrain from looting the offices that housed the oral geneal12
ogy interviews 92
the collection of oral histories presented a significant problem it was very expensive to gather and record the information
grees made the acquisitions
pedigreed
taping transcribing and typing pedigrees
pedi
process much more expensive per name than microfilming
micro filming a manuscript in 1981 church leaders directed the society to stop recording oral genealogies and pursue filming of written records where
they were available some budget was left to finish outstanding projects but at the end of 1982 all funding for recording oral genealogies was eliminated not until 1990 was the collection of oral
genealogies reauthorized and revived on a smaller scale in indonesia
A worldwide program

during the last three decades records have been microfilmed
comer of the world resulting in a collection in which
in every corner
three quarters of the records come from countries outside the
united states the quorum of the twelve apostles have approved
or directed the initiation of filming in each new country As of november 1994 filming projects have been mounted in 101 counII
tries around the world see appendix 11
the filming program in north america has continued uninterrupted from its beginning early filming began in the eastern
united states by 1950 extensive filming had been done in connecticut delaware maryland and north carolina massive filming
efforts were mounted in new hampshire and vermont during
filmers assisted in the maine
1952 and in maine during 1954 eight dilmers
project the only instance when the society concentrated a large
filmers in a single state in order to canvas all record locations
group of dilmers
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and film all their genealogical records during a single summer
james black contacted numerous town clerks set up his camera in
homes tiny offices stores barns wherever the records could be
found and electricity accessed 93 in 1956 filming began in the
southwest when the firm of vance golightly of el paso was confihn in new mexico texas arizona colorado and
tracted to film
northern mexico 94 canadian filming began during 1957 with projects in ontario in canada some of the most significant acquisitions were the films of catholic records in quebec and ontario
where filming began in 1977 and 1979 respectively in 1977 elder
boyd K packer initiated an effort to fill a major gap in the collection by acquiring microfilms of the records of the native
americans 95 these records were filmed at federal records centers
in los angeles fort worth seattle and kansas city
A wide range of record types have been filmed in the united
states unlike most other countries in contrast with nations where
civil registration or the records of a state church provide a single
source for researching most of the population the records of the
united states are more diverse and each source less comprehensive the most recent development in north america has been the
filming of civil registration records vital record offices were generally unreceptive to society initiatives until the 1990s the only
exception being washington which permitted the purchase of the
state civil registration in 1959 idaho deaths were filmed in 1990
and filming of civil registration records is now being conducted in
north carolina florida alabama kentucky and illinois with more
states to be done in the future the civil registration of ontario
canada for the nineteenth century was filmed in 1991 93
even with budget limitations since 1985 operations have
expanded primarily through the increased use of missionaries
filmers has been expanded into preparing documents
their role as dilmers
for filming an important but arduous task for large files of loose
documents after serving family history missions many former missionaries
sion aries have volunteered to film short term projects contract
operations and film purchases have also increased productivity
filming continued in mexico during the 1960s the society
did not move into other countries until 1965 when it initiated a
project in argentina in guatemala the society began in 1970 to
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film notarial records of colonial guatemala which included what
is now honduras el salvador nicaragua and costa rica filming
in panama began in 1972 in chile the program got underway in
1973 after a complicated series of negotiations with the catholic
1975
church regarding permissions and with the government regarding
import duties for cameras and film 96 beginning in 1975 the
micro filming into many countries of
society rapidly expanded microfilming
latin america costa rican filming began in 1975 projects were
initiated in peru brazil and el salvador during 1976 bolivia followed in 1977 and honduras paraguay and ecuador in 1979 the
society held the first latin american filming seminar in november
1979 to better train the new corps of camera operators sessions
were held in guatemala city and lima in 1981 caribbean filming
began in the dominican republic
political instability geographic circumstances and religious
antagonisms hindered but never completely stopped the progress
of projects in latin america camera operators were regularly
searched at gunpoint in el salvador during 1979 prior to the tem91
porary cessation of filming there in 1980 97
similar problems were
encountered in colombia and peru in the early 1990s as film operators on occasion encountered terrorists or drug traffickers geographic circumstances have also been daunting rudolfo becerra
filming
faming in mexico in 1979 transferred his equipment from jeep to
donkey in order to film a parish register in amixtlan puebla while
filming in bolivia in 1980 carnos
carios ferrari was halted by local citicarlos
zens who objected to the filming and doused him with water as he
91
scurried to leave 98
although filming of brazilian civil records continues filming of church records in brazil was halted in 1983
when in response to an inquiry from the bishops of brazil the

vatican objected to the program 99
in more recent years filming coverage has extended to virtually all latin american countries filming began in colombia during 1985 in 1991 no filming had been done in venezuela then a
catholic bishop granted permission soon thereafter he became an
archbishop permitting him to influence other bishops favorably
the society received the first films from venezuela in 1992
filming projects were completed in most of the caribbean countries between 1990 and 1992
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filming in the south pacific began in 1959 when a few films
were received from a small operation begun in new zealand 100
two years later a project was started in australia polynesian filmvanua
ing began in 1970 on the island of
banua levu fiji an arsonist set
ofvanua
fire to the government office building on rarotongan
rarotonga
Raro
tonga cook islands
in may 1992 the records would have been lost had it not been
possible to restore many of them with copies of microfilm in the
Socie tys collection fifty one films of government records were
societys
sent gratis to the cook islands
beginning in the early 1970s the society took the microfilm
ing program into asia africa and the middle east this expansion
represented a major departure from the policy of forty years filming only in countries where many church members had ancestors
the society saw the necessity of filming records before they deteriorated
ri
in countries where climatic conditions rapidly destroy
records the society was also aware of the growth of church congregations in these countries justifying a program to gather
records in their behalf anticipating that the church would eventually be established in all countries the society believed it prudent to begin filming even before many joined the LDS church
the society also realized that the cost of filming was less expensive in countries where the economy had not yet matured
filming in korea commenced in 1972 in the philippines in
1973 taiwan in 1975 japan in 1976 and indonesia in 1977 investigation
vestigation into the records of india began in 1979 A record type
hardawar
Hardwar a major hindu
unknown in the west was identified in hardwar
pilgrimage center in northern india A clan of priests known as
pandas function as registrars of vital statistics for families that
come to holy cities for ritual bathing in the ganges river filming
mining began in 1979
of these records began in 1981 in sri lanka filming
with the countrys
count rys civil registration records a project that continues to the present unexpected circumstances often impeded filming in sri lanka as in many other developing countries for
example in the summer of 1981 a drought in sri lanka reduced
the nations electricity output consequently the societys
Socie tys cameras
sat idle for two months 101
the most dramatic breakthrough in asia occurred in mainland
china the opportunity to film there arose after the death of mao
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tse tung the reinstatement of exiled professors

librarians and
archivists in their institutions coincided with the Socie
societys
tys preparations for the 1980 world conference on records the state archives
bureau of china accepted an invitation to attend the conference
the chinese delegation was amazed at the public interest in genealogy demonstrated by the large attendance at the conference that
fall the archives bureau extended an invitation for society representatives
sentatives to visit beijing 102 ted powell director of acquisitions and
melvin thatcher regional manager of china and southeast asia
entered the forbidden city in april 1981 this was the first time
foreigners had ever been allowed to see the archives 103 A contract
was signed in march 1983
micro filming agreement
1985 the first formal microfilming
between a chinese archive and a foreign institution in june 1983
the filming began in recognition of its cordial relationship the
chinese archive invited the society to attend the sixtieth anniversary celebration of the first historical archive in october 1985
on this occasion the state archive bureau announced its intent to
grant foreign scholars access to the archives and to encourage international cooperation and exchange 104
political instability in the philippines prompted a dramatic
increase in the film production in that country during 1987 in a
short time the number of cameras increased from four to thirty
seven the dilmers
filmers ran the cameras on three shifts at the zenith of
the project in 1989 twenty million exposures were received on
13500 rolls of film

filming in africa began under the direction of elder boyd K
packer who had requested that the society look into the possibility of filming in rhodesia later zimbabwe at the time the
change from white minority to black majority rule was imminent
the change could have imperiled the records of the previous
regime in november 1976 ted powell director of acquisitions
successfully negotiated the filming of the records and by 1978 the
civil registration of that country had been filmed while in africa
powell also successfully negotiated with south africa and filming
started there in 1977
film acquisitions in the middle east began in israel elder
packer along with society officials visited jerusalem in 1977 and
met a contingent of nine archivists and scholars elder packer
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explained plainly that the church wanted the records in order to
provide christian baptisms for their forebears there was an immediate uproar until one rabbi who taught comparative religion at
jerusalem university asked for calm he said youll never make
so why are we
my grandfather who is a rabbi into a mormon
afraid if were afraid we ought to join your church if were
not afraid we ought to let you use your money and help us preserve
101
our records 105105
the request to acquire records was later granted
in england the filming of parish registers in many localities
was hindered by the concern of english church officials who did
not agree with the religious basis of the LDS filming program
Socie tys filming effort was directed at obtaining civil
in 1952 the societys
wins
records and permission was received to copy the pre 1858 wills
log
116
of great britain 106
this proved to be a difficult project because the
originals were rolled and coated with dirt and dust 107 the project
required a decade to complete
the society received a cable from england in 1951 announcing that official permission had been granted to film in scotland 108
the announcement was received with elation because negotiations had been underway for five years five cameras were installed in edinburgh and filming began of census records and
parish registers 109
the british isles was the focus of much filming activity during the 1960s in january 1963 fifteen out of the forty three cameras operating outside the US were located in the british isles
this number had decreased to three or four cameras by 1985
however that year the society was directed by the general
authorities to pursue a special invitation to film in great britain
even though filters
fitmers had been scouring british archives for almost
filmers
fifty years permission had not been granted to film many records
then in the early 1980s many parish records were transferred into
civil repositories and the civil authorities were more responsive to
negotiations with the society than church authorities had been in
the past additionally interest in family history research was even
more pervasive in great britain than in america archivists welcomed the opportunity to have frequently used collections filmed
to preserve them for future generations the great britain initiative
lasted for seven years at the end of the project in 1992 nearly
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fihn
microfilm
sixty million new exposures on approximately 34000 micro
rolls had been acquired included in these were parish registers
111
ilo
iio
lio
llo
16 parishes 110
110
from 55110
4516
lio
llo parishes and bishops transcripts for 45
many filming projects were completed in scandinavia during
the first half of the 1950s filming in norway was completed in
iii
ili in the following year filming was completed in finland
lu
1951 111
swedish filming received such emphasis that in 1954 the swedish
collection had become the largest foreign film collection in the salt
lake city library a situation that would continue for another decade
112
was
filming
initial
concluded
in
1952
denmark
in
project
the
even though scandinavian officials in general seemed highly
supportive of the program there was a certain amount of religious
opposition not unlike that experienced in england in 1960 for
example an article entitled intrusion into hosts of lutheran dead
was published in denmark and circulated in that country and
germany certain danish bishops and other church officials strenuously objected to the implications of the microfilming
micro filming program
in norway too the state church initially objected when the micro
filming project began in 1948 the press reported the clergys
clergys criticism of the filming project some positive publicity came in march
1963 when alvin W fletcher presented a roll of film to swerens
Sw
swedens
edens
king gustavus VI the film represented the last in a series of some
fifty million photos taken in the swedish archives over a period of
fifteen years at a cost of more than a million dollars 113
the filming program in germany and the netherlands spread
southward during the 1960s and 1970s and moved eastward during the 1980s germany was recovering from the postwar deficit
of equipment film supplies and trained personnel in the early
1950s filming was pursued vigorously in east germany the parish
registers on deposit at the berlin dahlem archives which had
been gathered by paul langheinrich were transported to the east
german mission home for filming and then returned to the
archives langheinrich and his son also microfilmed the rest of
the collection gathered from the salt mines and castles and tempora rily deposited at humboldt university in east berlin in west
porarily
germany from 1950 51 the society sponsored a project to film
the prussian records at goslar that had been taken out of the eastern provinces by the retreating german army
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parish registers of the netherlands had been filmed by
1955 and filming of other records continued in that country
in west germany the first projects since the filming in goslar
were initiated in 1956 negotiation efforts in germany were
assisted by appeals made in behalf of the filming program by a
dr lampe a german archivist previously involved in the filming at
111
an
goslar 114
ail
ali
in 1957 the society received permission to copy all
church and vital records in belgium filming was initiated in
france in 1959
in the decade that followed the focus of filming in europe
moved south as projects in scandinavia and the netherlands diminished and those in west germany belgium and france increased
luxembourg was filmed between 1961 and 1962 italian filming
began in 1972 as a joint venture between the society and the
parma diocese with the university of parma acting as intermediary the decision was then made to film the italian civil registration
records before the church records throughout the 1980s approximately fifteen cameras operated in the various archives in italy
beginning in 1975 the initial spanish filming was conducted in
barcelona the microfilming
micro filming program was temporarily stalled
when a convocation of spanish bishops voted against it but was

the first two hundred

rolls of microfilm were presented in 1948 by left
to right rinze schippers microfilmer cornelius zappey netherlands
mission president and archibald bennett to the national archivist of
the netherlands dr D P M graswinckel
Gras winckel filming began in 1947 and
continues to the present
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contract was signed in parma italy in 1972 ted
powell and john jarman flank the archivist center during the 1980s
the society operated about fifteen cameras in italy

the first italian filming

resumed in 1979 more cameras operated in spain and italy during
the 1980s than elsewhere in europe filming in southern europe
was particularly important to the expanding membership of the
church in latin america whose ancestry traced back to the countries there political unrest in portugal during the early 1970s made
negotiations there impossible in 1976 permission was granted to
film in madeira a portuguese island by 1979 the political situation
had stabilized and filming began on the portuguese mainland
A majority of the church records in portugal were filmed by four
to five cameras from 1979 to 1989
filming continued in the other countries of europe usually
without fanfare however negative publicity would occasionally
impede the program in 1979 a jurist for the lutheran church issued
a legal brief addressed to all protestant clergy in germany trying to
persuade them that the microfilming
micro filming program was illegal clergy in
bavaria and northern germany believed the brief while clergy
in other areas ignored it 115 the society also encountered negative
publicity in switzerland many swiss archivists favored a micro
filming agreement with the society but hesitated because of the negative publicity that previously had accompanied filming in a
particular canton in spite of this reluctance every few years the
records of another canton are opened up for filming since 1975
zunich
irich
lrich ticino graubunden
Grau bunden
the church records in the archives of Zi
zurich
solothurn
thurn have been added to the Socie
jura and Solo
societys
tys collection
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in france opposition resulted from political circumstances
when the socialist party came to power in 1982 a member of the
communist party was appointed as the minister of culture he demanded the society provide a second donor copy and pay additional fees to the departmental archives to cover all costs incurred
by the filming the society could not meet his requests shut down
its cameras in the departmental archives and began filming in
church archives 116 with a new administration the impositions
were lifted and a new contract was signed in 1987
the iron curtain was not impervious to the filming program
in 1957 the archivist of hungary contacted the society to discuss
the feasibility of filming there the revolution of 1956 had resulted
in a loss of many archival records the archivist had read about the
Socie
tys filming program in professional literature and saw it as a
societys
Hungarys
feasible and available method to ensure the security of hungarys
archival heritage 117 extensive filming of parish register copies in
the hungarian national archives was conducted between 1960
and 1963 the national archivist of poland also read an article
vum a professional archival journal
archivum
about the program in Archi
he wrote to the society in 1961 asking if it would be willing to
film in poland 118 after extensive negotiations in 1968 the cameras
began filming in the Socie
tys second major project behind the
societys
iron curtain
gradually at first but then very quickly the filming program
in europe began to move east during the 1980s greek filming
began in 1979 at corfu an adriatic island off the west coast of the
country east german archives opened their doors in 1981 filming
in yugoslavia began in 1985 during the civil war between croatia
and serbia in 1991 the archive of osijek
osicek was bombed and many
of the records were destroyed the church records from the
archive had already been filmed and thus were preserved from
destruction in 1991 after decades of negotiation a major hurdle
was overcome in austria and the filming of church records commenced there As in many other cases the society had patiently
awaited the day when long sought for records would become available its persistence has usually borne good results
one of the most significant filming opportunities occurred in
the former soviet union after the first world conference on records
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society representatives repeatedly visited the archives
archives administration
in moscow to initiate negotiations the only result for twenty two
years was continued discussion soviet leaders had no interest in
genealogical matters and suspected that the society was a front for
what they considered to be the omnipresent spying apparatus of
the west after the dissolution of the soviet political structure in
late 1990 the archival administration was freed from political bosses
and the archivists approached the society the dissolution of soviet hegemony in 1991 freed archives not only within the union
but also throughout eastern europe to negotiate with the society
1991
in iggi
1991 slovakia bulgaria and estonia signed contracts russia and
belanus
larus and ukraine in
belarus
slovenia signed in 1992 albania armenia Be
dova and georgia in 1994 for more
moldova
moldava
1993
1995 and lithuania Mol
microfilming
information on microfilining
micro filming projects and production see appen111
II and ill
III
dixes 11
ili

the filmed record
microfilm stored in the granite mountain records vault provides a safe haven for the archives of the world many latter day
saints believe this vast reservoir of material will
win provide the basis
for a millennium of work in which families throughout the world
will be identified and eternal family relationships established in a
quiet fashion the church has pursued a record gathering effort
unparalleled in the history of the world
micro filming project was perfect world
the timing of the microfilming
war 11
II spurred the development of microfilm technology demonstrated the need to protect records and depleted the monetary
resources of european archives the society brought the technology offered to do what the archives wanted to have done and
offered to do it at no cost to the archives the financial support of
the first presidency was crucial in enabling the society to make
such financially unprofitable contracts hesitant at first to fund a
program whose cost appeared astronomical the first presidency
supported it with unexpected generosity when later they saw its
worth to the spiritual purposes of the church that support has
been sustained for over fifty years
religious opposition might have abruptly terminated filming
in many places but civil control of many religious records made
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parish a vaudois hamlet in northwestern italy were brought down the
mountainside on a mule archibald bennett stands in the background
courtesy delbert and barbara roach
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it possible for the society to obtain permission to microfilm
to archivists the benefit of preserving the record at no cost to
them was significant As important as these circumstances were
the success of the program was due to the vision and determination of committed individuals who worked more for a cause than
for a salary underpinning the whole microfilming
micro filming project was
the religious goal shared by those involved in the work
in a letter to elder mark E petersen in 1957 L garrett myers
summed up the progress of record gathering from the perspective
of the society
more than 20 years ago president joseph fielding smith instructed
us to keep abreast of all the latest technical developments in record
work he stated that we should not only be informed of new accomplishments in this field but that we should be leaders therein
he said that the lord would provide ways and means to accomplish
his purposes in the acquiring of records of the progenitors and
kinsfolk of our people so that the work for the salvation of the
dead would go forward in an ever increasing tempo and that custodians of great record repositories would be moved upon to make
their collections available to us this prediction has been most literally fulfilled 11919

NOTES
data presented here and elsewhere in this chapter comes from
various internal reports compiled for administrative use and located in the
acquisitions department family history department the church ofjesus
of jesus christ
III
of latter
utter day saints hereafter cited as FHD see also appendix 111
lii
genealogical society minutes 27 september 1943 FHD
3 ovena
vena jorgensen ockey survey of genealogical conditions in denmark
venajorgensen
norway and sweden utah genealogical and historical magazine 17 july
UGHZU
1926 220 22 hereafter cited as UGHM
genealogical society minutes 6 october 1936
genealogical society minutes 27 october 1936 15 march 1938
11
L garrett myers oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript
james moyle oral history program hereafter cited as JMOHP archives division
historical department the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as LDS church archives L garrett myers telephone interMicro filming exview by jessie embry 20 january 1977 james M black microfilming
perien ces of james M black 1938 1972 in service with the genealogical
periences
society FHD typescript film 1313899 1 7 8 this manuscript is an excellent
source of information on the microfilming
microfilming program and much of the following
i statistical
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material is based on this source for some interesting background on koehler and
the origin of his interest in microfilming
micro filming see archibald F bennett saviors in
mount zion salt lake city deseret news 1960 106 7
chi
chibald
baid F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 12 may 1938
bald
achibald
copy on file in joseph fielding smith papers LDS
IDS
ins church archives
archibald
chi bald
chibald
baid F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 17 december
achibald
1938 reproduced in UGHM 30 july 1939 190 91
archibald F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 7 april 1939
copy on file in joseph fielding smith papers LDS
IDS church archives
10
10archibald
archibald F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 7 april 1939
in 1939 for example permission was obtained to film the manuscript
records of the early dutch churches of new york state as well as any records
of genealogical value in the tennessee state library at nashville negotiations
were also in progress for filming certain records in italy as well as important
manuscripts at the bishop museum and archive in hawaii UGHM 30 october
56
1939 254
25456
193925456
genealogical society minutes 28 november 1939 9 april 1940
13
Micro filming experiences 3
black microfilming
Micro filming experiences 5
black microfilming
15
kahline mehr microfilming
Micro filming in the
bennett saviors on mount zion 108 kahlile
lands of the north 1938 1975 FHD 1980 typescript 2 black microfilming
Micro filming

1939254

experiences 4 5
genealogical society minutes 6 february 1940
17
genealogical society minutes 19 september and 7 november 1939 9 january and 15 may 1940 myers interview black microfilming
Micro filming experiences 63
genealogical society minutes 31 december 1940 5 may 1942
19
19deseret
Micro filming experiences
deseret news 4 september 1943 black microfilming
8 15 genealogical society minutes 11 january 1944
Micro filming experiences 15
black microfilming
the first presidency to joseph fielding smith 26 december 1940 genealogical society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes 14 january
1941
1941 these sources suggest that joseph fielding smith himself even though he
was president of the society agreed with the first presidencys
Presiden cys reservations
genealogical society minutes 14 january 1941
1941
23 myers
interview
24
genealogical society minutes 27 august 1976
25
Micro filming experiences appendix
black microfilming
26
genealogical society minutes 15 february 1945 frank smith oral history
interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript JMOHP george fudge oral history interviews by george D durrant and john C jarman
jamian 1984 typescript copy in
kahline mehr 67 68 black microfilming
possession of kahlile
Micro filming experiences appendix
17 myers
Micro
filming experiences 5 15 19 genealmicrofihning
interview black microfilming
ogical society minutes 28 november 1939 9 january and 23 october 1940
11 december 1945 19 february and 16 april 1946
see lucien M mecham jr oral history interview by gordon S irving
21see
LDS church archives genealogical society minutes 17 april and 1I sep1974 IDS
tember 1953 21 november 1956 13 march 1959 5 and 19 february 1960
L garrett myers to church building committee 10 september 1956 genealogical
ea
society correspondence FHD myers interview
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following account of the activities of paul langheinrich and his
associates is based on don C corbett records from the ruins FHD typescript
report of procurement of church records films and photocopies europe
manuscript history 16 august 1945 LDS church archives rudolph K poecker
oral history interview by james B alien
ailen 18 february 1985 typescript in possesallen
sion of james B alien
ailen frederick W babbel on wings of eaith
allen
faith
faitb salt lake city
faita
bookcraft 1972 57 60
30at
at least that is how it was interpreted by some of the german saints who
were involved at the time poecker interview
31elder
elder poecker had another interesting experience in a small town on the
eider
border of east and west germany there he found many records behind the altar
of a lutheran church along with a famous painting of the last supper
he thought he was going to be able to rescue the painting along with the
records but somehow the russians arrived before his truck got there and made
away with it he did however save the genealogical records poecker interview
31at
wolfsgriin and literally tons of records
at first the archive was set up at wolfsgriln
were transferred from berlin but in 1948 it was moved back to berlin langheinrich later had an interesting tale to tell about some of the problems involved
in transferring records from berlin to wolfsgriin on one occasion he and some
others were taking a large truck and trailer full of books to wolfsgriln
wolfsgriin when they
were stopped by some armed russians whose car was stalled the russians
wanted to be towed into leipzig but langheinrich suspected something was
fishy and simply did not trust them he looped a rope around their bumper
however then climbed on the back of the trailer and held the rope himself presumably looping it around some support As they came near the service station
in leipzig he simply let go of one end of the rope so that it slipped loose from
the bumper freeing his party from the russians later not far from their destination the group came to a russian sentry station with the crossbar on the gate
blocking the highway the driver somehow did not brake properly and the heavily loaded truck crashed through the gate after the truck stopped the russians
in the car caught up in addition the guard at the gate pulled the driver from the
truck smashing him in the face langheinrich soon calmed the guard down however then found a carpenter went into the woods and cut down a tree from
which they fashioned another crossbar they then proceeded on their way
17 langheinrich report
corbett records from the ruins 16
1617
33
genealogical society minutes 28 may and 6 august 1946
34
the renegotiation of contracts on these trips along with other economies saved the society an estimated 100000 on three successive trips in the
1950s myers improved arrangements with the danish national archives purchased some important collections in england and obtained permission to film
records in france genealogical society minutes 17 may 1950 L garrett myers
to joseph fielding smith 23 february 1960 genealogical society correspondence FHD see also myers interview
35
genealogical society minutes 26 november 1946 14 october 1947
filming experiences 19
microfilming
7 july 1948 black Micro
50
1950
36
genealogical society minutes 26 november 1946 9 november 1948
archibald F bennett to alma sonne 13 november 1948 genealogical society
correspondence FHD the 1947 budget as noted in the 1946 minutes above
29
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was 170000.00
17000000 the breakdown of the 1949 budget by countries is holland
68437.18 norway 41898.70
4189870 great britain 9298800
6843718
92988.00
9298800 finland and sweden
114762.00 belgium 15000.00
11476200
1500000 switzerland 2500000
25000.00
1500000 france 15000.00
2500000
germany 15000000
18451400 and denmark 45000.00
4500000
150000.00 united states 184514.00
37 37genealogical
genealogical society minutes 11 january 1949
3genealogical
genealogical society minutes 30 december 1949
Salt
lake tribune 6 april 1954
saltlake
sait
koblack
4oblack
microfilming
filming experiences appendix
black Micro
4
genealogical society minutes 19 december 1960 L garrett myers to the
budget committee 19 december 1960 genealogical society correspondence
FHD L garrett myers to mark E petersen 11 january 1961 genealogical society
correspondence FHD
4genealogical
genealogical society minutes 4 december 1962
13 13genealogical
genealogical society minutes 17 august 1961 9 november 1961
44james
james M black placed a huge and very interesting appendix at the end of
microfflining
microfilming
filming experiences the appendix includes copies of microfln
his Micro
microfilming
fing
micro filming
reports from 1938 to 1975 all of the statistics presented above and many of those
given elsewhere in this chapter are taken from that source black listed the other
nations and geographic areas represented by the vast microfilm holdings as
mexico great britain england ireland scotland wales isle of man denmark
sweden the netherlands france germany belgium finland canada poland
hungary norway austria guatemala argentina switzerland australia
polynesia cook island fiji samoa french polynesia italy new zealand
sources include maori histories chile korea japan russia iceland caribbean
guadeloupe puerto rico martinique haiti bahamas philippines panama
luxembourg china costa rica peru brazil portugal singapore czechoslovakia spain and miscellaneous countries
15
charies hillinger the mormon files Sun
charles
dancer hughes air west in
sundancer
flight magazine january 1977 46
46
46managing
managing directors minutes 7 april 1987 FHD
47rick
rick ebert presentation to staff 6 february 1991 FHD
deseret news 4 november 1972
49salt
salt lake tribune 26 november 1953 denver post 26 november 1953
archibald F bennett simply labeled the charge ridiculous and pointed out
that the practice of collecting genealogy of church members was started in
1840
the procedure not only predates communism but certainly predates
the current world situation
51117he
50the proclamation actually provides a fitting summary of what the microfilm program did for various states it reads
WHEREAS the church of jesus christ of latter day saints mormon
filming the records of the
microfaming
have now finished their project of microfilming
micro fAming
towns cities and courts of massachusetts and WHEREAS these
records are the irreplaceable early to the year 1850 records sic and
WHEREAS the filming of these important records of the states cities
towns sic and courts was done at no expense to the state or
the towns cities and courts and WHEREAS free copies of these microfilmed records have been given to the state towns cities and courts
and WHEREAS our own native son robert J tarte of
ofashland
ashland has been
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4

the microfilm coordinator of this great project for his church and
WHEREAS our great commonwealth would like to express a feeling
of gratitude toward the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
mormon and its microfilm coordinator robert J tarte NOW THEREMICHAELS s DUKAKIS governor of the commonwealth of massaFORE i MICHAEL
asmormon RECORD DAY
chusetts
chusetts do hereby proclaim july 15 1975 as MORMON
and urge the citizens of the commonwealth of massachusetts to take
cognizance of this event and to participate fittingly in its observance
copy on file at the FHD
5deseret
deseret news 22 november 1968
52
see genealogical society minutes 18 february 1947 5 october1948
october 1948
myers interview according to the minutes elder smith was convinced that the
church need not be as much concerned with countries such as ireland france
spain and italy as with other european countries for he did not think there were
as many descendants of israel in those countries certainly they did not provide
the large numbers of early converts to mormonism as did england northern germany and the scandinavian countries significantly it was in the latter areas that
microfilming
micro filming was done most extensively at first
53
53genealogical
genealogical society minutes 24 august 1961
54 george
54george fudge oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript
1

c

JMOHP
55genealogical
genealogical society minutes 2 january 1962
51131
51131ack
black
ack microfilming
Micro filming experiences 80 this document is confusing at this
point for black mistakenly penciled in the notation that elder tanner appointed
him in 1962 however elder tanner did not begin his administration of the
society until 1963
57 57genealogical
genealogical society minutes 21 january 1965
511nformation
information summarized from acquisition planning committee minutes
various dates from 1971 to 1979 FHD
59ten
ten year genealogical records gathering project plan typescript
attached to management meeting minutes 14 september 1981 FHD philosophy
Micro graphics division managers
of records gathering typescript attached to micrographics
council meeting minutes 25 january 1982 FHD the rule of 75 percent was later
changed to 80 percent
60micrographics
Micro
micrographics
graphics standing committee minutes 29 december 1981 FHD
61the
kahlile
kallile
the following information is based on the personal knowledge of kahfile
mehr who was involved in all these activities
some information not specifically documented in this and later sections
62some
kahline mehr who had discussions with
is based on the personal knowledge of kahlile
various genealogical society administrators over time who was personally
involved in some of the events and programs discussed and who has studied the
various internal reports of the department that are compiled for official use only
63
63genealogical
genealogical society minutes 18 september 1957 26 february 1958
28 june 1960
genealogical society minutes 19 february 1960 26 april 1960 24 may
1960 3 february 1961 personal knowledge of kahline
kahlile mehr based on discussions with various genealogical society administrators
55

r
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microfilm acquisition of genealogical records in europe
1975 1984 FHD typescript 2
circa 19751984
661
L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith transcription of letter in geneal10
lo
ogical
9 ical society minutes 19 july 1950
17
genealogical society minutes 1I november 1957
18
18deseret
deseret news and salt lake telegram 1 february 1954
6
f
these requirements included the following
15

f

1

mark bell

the

vault is to be within a 25 mile radius from the church
is to have
administration building 2 the film storage area
a minimum of 30000 aq
aq ft and about
sq ft expandable to 58000 sq
sq ft for offices laboratories mechanical equipment and ser28000 aq
vice features 3 air temperatures are to be held within 65 to 72
and relative humidity is to be held within 40 to 50 percent 4 the
air is to be filtered to remove any dust or chemicals 5 the storage
vault area is to have an overburden of soil or rock at least 250 feet in
depth 6 other factors to be considered in evaluating a suitable site
are a accessibility from downtown salt lake city b availability
of water sewer and electric power c characteristics of earth or
rock formation at the site which would have a direct bearing on
first costs at time of construction and upon maintenance and operation costs thereafter
1

i

handout provided by the genealogical society entitled church records vault
FHD

myers interview genealogical society minutes 7 february 1958 myers
to howard barker 10 february 1958 genealogical society correspondence
FHD the era asks what Is the granite mountain records vault improvement
era 69 august 1966 699 interview with elder theodore M burton
button
71
7genealogical society minutes 13 march 1959
genealogical
7genealogical society minutes 14 january 1964
genealogical
73
church news 7 december 1963
74 see
records protection in an uncertain world pamphlet published and
distributed by the genealogical society of the church 1975
75
kahline mehr 11 october 1993
ted powell telephone conversation with kahlile
76
historical report april 1982 FHD
77 77memorandum may
memorandum
1991 FHD
7genealogical society minutes 15 august 1952
genealogical
79
79genealogical
genealogical society minutes 13 august 1958
genealogical society minutes 5 february 1960
Micro filming experiences 116 17
black microfilming
aburton
Micro filming experiences 132
8burton interview black microfilming
burton
Micro filming experiences 133
black microfilming
burton interview fudge 1976 and 1984 interviews ted F powell oral
history interview by jessie embry 7 march 1977 LDS church archives
81micrographics
micrographics
Micro graphics division historical report september 1982 FHD
historical report january 1983 FHD
117micrographics
micrographics
Micro graphics division historical report december 1983 FHD
kahmile
kahlile mehr 14 january 1994
rick laxman telephone conversation with kablile
70

113

i
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11the
he small screen size of a microfiche reader does require that a large
document be read in pieces when the image is returned to its original dimensions
90these
these interviews are part of the family history library collection
9historical
historical report july 1979 FHD
91micrographics
micrographics
graphics division historical report august 1981 FHD
Micro
93biack
Micro filming experiences 64
black microfilming
94
Micro filming experiences 73
black microfilming
95 95historical
historical report august 1976 FHD
91
91references
references scattered throughout the genealogical society correspondence and a summary of some of the negotiations found in history of micro
filming project chile nd henry christiansen files FHD typescript black
microfilming
Micro filming experiences 143
55
14355
97 97historical
historical report november 1979 FHD
historical report june 1980
historical report june 1983
wgenealogical
genealogical society minutes 13 march 1959
micrographics
Micro graphics standing committee minutes 15 august 1981 FHD
10imel
mei
mel thatcher an overview of genealogical acquisitions in the peoples
republic of china 1 3 genealogical society minutes 10 april 1986
103 103historical
historical report may 1981 FHD
thatcher an overview of genealogical acquisitions in the peoples
republic of china 3 4 5 6
red
105ted
IDS
ted powell oral history interview by ron watt 24 may 1982 8899 LDS
ins

church archives

genealogical
107
107genealogical
genealogical
108
genealogical
log 109genealogical
109
genealogical

society minutes 25 april 1952
j
society minutes 10 september 1952
41
1
society minutes 24 april 1951
195
society minutes 18 january 1952
I lodean
iodean
dean hunter summary of filming great britain 1986 to 1992 FHD
typescript 1 4 genealogical society minutes 11 february 1993
genealogical society minutes 15 august 1951
genealogical society minutes 12 august 1952
113 113genealogical
genealogical society minutes 26 february 1958 5 february 1960 salt
Micro filming in the lands of the north
lake tribune 27 march 1963 mehr microfilming
mehrs
behrs short essay provides a summary of what was happening in europe particularly
ticularly the scandinavian countries in this period
genealogical society minutes 13 august 1958
115mark
Micro form acquisition of genealogical records in europe
mark bell microform
circa 1975 to 1984 FHD typescript 8
ilg 116management
116
management meeting minutes 11 february 1982
117 117genealogical
genealogical society minutes 2 july 1957 1 november 1957
118
118genealogical
genealogical society minutes 17 march 1961
1191
L garrett myers to mark E petersen 11 march 1957 genealogical
society correspondence FHD
1
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